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Summary

As the number of people using movie browsing applications increase annually,
so does research into the demands of these users. In this field, state-of-the-
art interfaces frequently emphasize on recommendations to provide users with
content to watch. Recommender systems have their own weaknesses, however:
users may become trapped in a bubble, where they have trouble finding items
that the system does not recommend to them. As such, users may have trou-
ble stepping outside their comfort zone. Recommender systems may also fail to
accommodate for temporary changes in mood, instead looking at general behav-
ioral patterns. Many also require established data for both users and the items
present in the database, as can be seen in collaborative-filtering recommender
systems. These issues may cause state-of-the-art interfaces to fail in satisfying
the needs of exploratory search. In this thesis, we focus on a recently introduced
interaction concept, called the MovieWall, which addresses these issues. It does
so by emphasizing on exploration and discovery, letting users visually navigate
a movie collection presented as a large grid of movie posters, specifically made
for mobile, touch-based devices.

Initially, results from a related user study were positive, indicating that
the MovieWall could be promising as a complementary feature to existing ap-
proaches. Yet, no direct comparison was made with the state-of-the-art. As
such, we performed a comparative study to identify the strengths and weak-
nesses of the MovieWall with regard to existing interfaces. Results of this
study indicate that the current implementation of the MovieWall is lacking in
various aspects. Users perceived a mock-up of the state-of-the-art interface,
called the Standard interface, to be more practical and better suited to their
needs. In an interview, participants specifically mentioned the perceived lack
of structure and the lack of guidance, which caused them to get lost easily and
impacted their experience negatively. Many stated they enjoyed the aspects of
discovery and found the interface fun and exciting. As such, we believe that the
concept of the MovieWall may still find use as a complementary feature once
the aforementioned issues are resolved in future implementations.

In short, our user study showed that the current MovieWall implementation
is inadequate as a complement to or replacement of state-of-the-art interfaces.
However, we also identified areas of improvements which, once solved, could still
make the MovieWall a valuable complement to existing interfaces.
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Introduction

In this thesis, we compared the Standard interface, a mock-up of the state-of-
the-art interface, with the MovieWall, an interface concept that utilizes visual
exploration of movie collections on mobile tablet devices to encourage discovery
and exploratory browsing. The following is contained within the document:

• A scientific paper with the major scientific results of the thesis.

• An annotated appendix containing all material relevant to the project,
including a more in-depth discussion of some aspects from the scientific
paper plus further details, e.g. about related implementations. In partic-
ular:

– A literature review on the progression and comparison of browsing
systems, with emphasis on query-based browsing, recommender sys-
tems and exploratory search The results of this review formed the
bases for the research of this thesis.

– Material containing an in-depth explanation of the complete imple-
mentation used for the comparative user study. This includes a flow
model of the Standard interface, as well as future research opportu-
nities regarding the MovieWall and its current limitations.

– An extensive description of the comparative user study, including
methodology, additional notes, design decisions and all data gathered
and compiled.

• A final conclusion to this document and pointers towards future work
based on related works, the literature review and the conclusion of the
scientific paper.

Further deliverables of this thesis, which are not included in this document are:

• The source code, executables and tools used for the comparative study,
including explanation for future users.

• All data gathered during the user study, which consists of:

– Raw log files.
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– All results from the online form.

– Interview notes.

– A compilation of statements made by users within the interview,
including references to the interview notes for each statement.

• Dissemination material targeted at a wider audience, showing both inter-
faces and key results of the comparative user study.
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Scientific Paper

The following pages contain the scientific paper, which summarizes the main
scientific results of the thesis. In the paper, the Standard interface and the
MovieWall interface are compared and the outcome of the comparison is dis-
cussed in detail, with pointers towards future concepts and improvements.
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Abstract

As movie streaming services become ever more popular,
demand rises for interfaces that give users a great ex-
perience while browsing. A concept that emphasizes on
this experience was recently realized as the MovieWall,
an approach where users explore movie collections with
little restriction [8]. The MovieWall lets users visually ex-
plore content, without restricting freedom, allowing them
to satisfy exploratory search needs that may not be sat-
isfied by state-of-the-art interfaces. While initial results
appeared positive, no direct comparison was made be-
tween the two. A comparative user study using a mock-
up implementation of the state-of-the-art, the Standard
interface, shows the MovieWall implementation to be in-
adequate, with few users preferring it over its competi-
tor. Users largely favored the Standard interface in terms
of usability and user experience. Statements from sub-
ject interviews show that the MovieWall was interesting
and fun as a concept, with special mention to its empha-
sis on exploration. Yet, participants considered the cur-
rent implementation to be lacking and cumbersome for
various reasons, including; a lack of guidance, a lack of
proper structure and the inability to personalize the inter-
face to any degree. Interestingly, subjects did not think
the database behind each system was different, though
the Standard interface gave them an easier time find-
ing movies of interest. Both interfaces seem to scale to
multiple screen sizes without major issues, even hinting
that both concepts could work on different devices al-
together. Further work on improved implementations of
theMovieWall concept should be done before recommend-
ing it as a complementary function, Future implementa-

tions must improve usability and provide more guidance
without limiting the freedom of the user. Additionally,
new iterations of the MovieWall should have a better un-
derlying structure and add personalization options based
on user input. We believe the MovieWall concept to be a
suitable complement once these improvements are made.

1 Introduction

Online video services provide various features to browse
their collection of movies. These range from a simple
search bar granting users the opportunity to query the
database, to the recommender system showing users re-
lated items depending on various criteria. As collections
become ever larger and more diverse, so too does the need
for systems to provide content which is interesting to the
user. Their needs may change drastically, however: while
they may enjoy the content provided on one day, they
could prefer something drastically different on the next
day.

State-of-the-art movie-browsing interfaces such as Netflix
generally consist of a search function, followed by rec-
ommendations/ These are presented in lists with items
horizontally-oriented, and each list containing a header
that describes the content for that list. Features may be
present that alter the content of each list. The metadata
used to generate each list can vary greatly; from tags fre-
quently used for these items (like genres, e.g. ”Action”
and ”Adventure”) to popularity and more.

Such interfaces have various weaknesses. The user is fre-
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quently forced to only see a subset of the collection. In
the event an interface presents recommendations of lim-
ited interest, the user may not find anything of value un-
less they either navigate through the system manually
or discover the query to enter into the search function
that will bring them to their destination. The former is
generally considered cumbersome, as it requires users to
navigate several pages without clear knowledge of how
the system is guiding them through the content, poten-
tially never reaching their destination. The latter requires
them to iteratively improve their query to find the con-
tent they desire, which can be equally cumbersome and
may be impossible. Furthermore, such an interface may
frequently hamper a user’s freedom in order to provide
guidance. This may not be desired by users when they
wish to explore the movie collection at their leisure. In
such contexts, the restriction in freedom may be seen as a
significant detriment. Finally, recommendations require
various data to be effective, which could be private and
it requires users to have been using the service for some
significant length of time (known as the ”cold start” prob-
lem, specifically a ”cold user” [1]).

M. Nefkens introduced an approach entitled the MovieWall
[8] that emphasizes user freedom and minimum restriction
when exploring movie databases. A prototype of this in-
teraction design, which is optimized for touch interaction,
has been implemented and evaluated on a state-of-the-art
tablet device. The application consists of an interactive
interface where movie posters are arranged in a tile-based
lay-out by some form of clustering. Users navigate this
lay-out by performing pinching and dragging gestures.
Tapping on individual movie posters provides the user
with various details and presents them with additional
actions to perform, such as adding the selected movie to
a watch list. The interface largely functions as a single-
page application. Users can also apply various filters to
highlight items of interest.

Subjects of a user study involving this prototype reacted
positively; twenty-four out of thirty participants said they
enjoyed the application and twenty-six said they would
use a similar interface in a real movie-browsing appli-
cation. These findings suggested that the concept had
confirmed the usefulness of the design as a complemen-
tary approach to state-of-the-art interfaces. Some evi-
dence even indicates that it might be a suitable replace-
ment. Yet, this experiment only studied several imple-
mentations of the MovieWall, but did not compare it with
standard solutions. The purpose of this research is thus

to verify these indications, that is, to answer the following
question: Is the concept of the MovieWall a complement
to existing state-of-the-art approaches and could it even
replace them completely?

To answer this question, we conducted a comparative user
study between a mock-up of a state-of-the-art interface,
subsequently referred to as the Standard interface, and a
MovieWall implementation. Our work makes the follow-
ing contributions:

• We provide a comparison between the Standard in-
terface and the MovieWall with respect to usability
and user experience:

– Differences in usability of the interfaces ad-
dressing total and individual aspects.

– Differences in the experience with respect to
their visual representation and the achieved
browsing behavior.

• We evaluate potential differences in the perception
of the collection:

– The composition of the database as a whole,
for example, if it is perceived as different.

– In which way users prefer items in the collec-
tion to be provided and which interface they
believe presents them with more items inter-
esting to them.

• We investigate whether both interfaces are portable
to different tablet sizes without any complications.

• Based on these observations:

– We prove or disprove the suitability of the MovieWall
as a concept for engaging and satisfying explo-
ration of movie databases.

– We identify pros and cons, provide guidelines
for successful usage based on the potential ad-
vantages and pinpoint necessary alleys for fu-
ture research to cope with the observed disad-
vantages.

The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 highlights
related work in the fields of recommender systems, ex-
ploratory search and recent applications regarding movie
and video browsing. In Section 3, we describe the com-
parative user study, including details about the evaluation
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Figure 1: The MovieWall interface. On the left side, one can see the interface completely zoomed out, which also
serves as the starting point. The headers show the centers of each cluster, as well as the genres used. On the right,
a view of the MovieWall zoomed-in, with the details panel open. Headers disappear as the user zooms in. All movie
posters were downloaded from www.themoviedb.org and used under the fair usage policy.

and experiment design. Section 4 summarizes the results,
discusses and analyzes them. Finally, we summarize our
conclusions in Section 5 and address important aspects
for future work.

2 Related Work

Acknowledging the wide spread use and potential of rec-
ommender systems, answers to the weaknesses mentioned
before are investigated extensively. In the area of user
privacy, McSherry et al. used the Netflix Prize data set
and adapted its leading algorithms to provide differential
privacy while losing minimal accuracy [7]. However, such
systems still require significant user input, which may not
be available. A different implementation resolving the is-
sue of cold start items was made by Wei et al, which com-
bines time-aware collaborative filtering and deep learning
to predict ratings for new items [10]. Their implemen-
tation was also tested on the Netflix dataset with large
improvements. While it is clear that the weaknesses of
recommender systems are increasingly mitigated, they are
still present and may always be to some degree. As such,
alternative interfaces to state-of-the-art systems which do
not rely on private user data or requires users to have used
the system extensively are worth exploring. For our re-
search, both the Standard interface and the MovieWall

are such interfaces, as they do not use any data from
participants.

Work in the field of exploratory search, which is an im-
portant part of the MovieWall, has been on the rise. The
importance of exploratory search has been highlighted by
several writers, including the works of Pang et al. [9]
and Marchionni [6]. Users have difficulties finding what
they desire when they are unable to describe it in a way
that can be queried. Accepted definitions and charac-
teristics of exploratory search are very open [11]. Un-
der these definitions, interfaces that emphasize on recom-
mender systems may answer any exploratory search needs
of the user. Yet, given the weaknesses described before,
providing alternatives to exploratory search is important.
As such, the strengths and weaknesses of state-of-the-art
interfaces and new concepts like the MovieWall, should
be investigated thoroughly.

A solution which also has the user explore by visualiza-
tions was presented in the work by Carvalhal et al. [3].
In their interface, metadata such as genres, actors, direc-
tors and companies is visualized rather than presented as
text. These visualizations can be tapped add the meta-
data to a query, updating the movies shown based on
this query. By progressively adding or removing meta-
data, users evolve this query, navigating through the col-
lection. In a direct comparison, results show that users
enjoyed this method of navigating and visualization more
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Figure 2: The Standard interface. The home screen is shown on the left side, where the user starts. The right side
shows what the user tapping on a movie, which opens the details panel. All movie posters were downloaded from
www.themoviedb.org and used under the fair usage policy.

than traditional state-of-the-art interfaces, without influ-
encing usability and usefulness. One point of concern may
be a bias in results due to novelty, which could fade in the
long-term. However, the results appear to be promising
and could be investigated further. While their work still
relies on queries and filtering, it provides a different venue
to leisurely browsing in a fun way.

3 User Study Design

To answer the question of how the MovieWall concept
compares to the Standard interface, we present a com-
parative user study. We start by further specifying the
objectives into sub-questions of the experiment in Section
3.1. In Section 3.2, we describe the implementation and
motivation for related design decisions. The study design
is addressed in Section 3.3.

3.1 Objectives

As stated in the introduction, our major aim is to verify if
the MovieWall interface is an appropriate complement or
even replacement of a state-of-the-art interface implemen-
tation. We can answer these questions positively, if it is
either better in niche situations, preferential for a signif-
icant subset of users, or overall superior to the Standard

interface.

The objective of the first sub-question is to compare the
usability of both approaches. We are interested in general
usability as well as identifying sub-aspects that could pin-
point scenarios or contexts where one approach might be
preferable over the other, or where the MovieWall imple-
mentation is still lacking. Furthermore, we are interested
in the reasons for any shortcomings. This helps future re-
search solve existing issues and improve the MovieWall.
As we discussed above, we expect the MovieWall ap-
proach to be particularly helpful in scenarios for exploratory
search, especially when the search goal is vague, badly
specified, or non-existent. We therefore phrase this sub-
question as:

SQ1: How do the two interfaces compare in terms of
usability for a general browsing task with vague search
goals?

One major advantage of the MovieWall is its ability to
show a much larger subset of movies at any point in time
than any of the standard implementations [8]. Given this
fact, we assume that it will be easier for people to get a
better overview of the database more quickly, as they ob-
tain information on the movie collection at a much faster
pace. Furthermore, being able to access movie data more
rapidly may decrease the likelihood of missing relevant
data completely, as users are more likely to encounter any-
thing of interest when the number of movies they come
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Figure 3: The view on the left shows the ”See More” function in action. The view on the right showcases the ”See
All” function. All movie posters were downloaded from www.themoviedb.org and used under the fair usage policy.

across increases. Because evaluating this aspect is diffi-
cult, we verify it in a different way. We let users explore
the very same database with both interfaces, but without
mentioning the equality of the data. We then argue that
if one of the databases is perceived as âĂĲbetterâĂİ, that
is, it users conclude that it contains more movies that are
relevant to them, the interface used for this case provides
a faster and easier access to the relevant files. Thus, we
phrase the second sub-question as:

SQ2: How does the interface influence the perceived qual-
ity of the explored database?

Finally, the Standard interface is a proven concept that
can be applied to multiple devices of various screen sizes.
As a competitor or complementary function, we expect
the MovieWall to work on tablets of various sizes as well,
without major constraints or issues. This also provides
a frame of reference when theorizing how the MovieWall
interface would perform on different types of devices, such
as smartphones or smart TVs. As such, we formulate sub-
question SQ3 as follows:

SQ3: Does screen size have a significant influence on any
of the aforementioned aspects?

3.2 Implementation

The Standard interface was embedded in the same ap-
plication as the MovieWall, which was developed using
Unity3D [8]. The application was made for Android and
designed for tablet use. The application supports two res-
olutions; 4:3 using the 9-inch HTC Nexus 9 as reference,
and 16:10 using the 7-inch Asus Google Nexus 7 as refer-
ence. These two tablets form the basis of comparison for
SQ3. The database used by both interfaces consisted of
2160 movies. The data of all movies used were provided
by The Movie Database (TMDb). Before moving to ei-
ther interface, the system requests users to submit genres
they prefer. These choices are stored and used for recom-
mendations by the Standard interface. Users may only
select genres which both interfaces use for their primary
representations. The genres used are the same as in [8],
and can be seen as labels in Figure 1, on the left. Each
interface utilizes the same underlying database, with the
MovieWall displaying all movies within the collection at
once, while the Standard interface shows subsets based
on filter criteria. Users can tap individual movie posters
in either interface, which provides access to the movie
details panel. Here, the user can find additional infor-
mation about the movie, as well as add the movie to the
watch list. In both interfaces, metadata are shown un-
derlined, which can also be tapped, though functionality
differs for each interface. The differences are discussed
below. TheMovieWall implementation used in the exper-
iment is based on [8]. We evaluated various extensions
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S1 I think that I would like to use this system frequently.
S2 I found the system unnecessarily complex.
S3 I thought the system was easy to use.
S4 I think that I would need the support of a technical person to be able to use this system.
S5 I found the various functions in this system were well integrated.
S6 I thought there was too much inconsistency in this system.
S7 I would imagine that most people would learn to use this system very quickly.
S8 I found the system very cumbersome to use.
S9 I felt very confident using the system.
S10 I needed to learn a lot of things before I could get going with this system.
A1 Which service did you prefer overall?
A2 Which visual presentation did you prefer?
A3 Which service gave you a better experience?
A4 Please rate which service had a movie collection better suited to you.
A5 Please rate which service made it easier to find movies interesting to you.

Table 1: Statements based on SUS questionnaire asked after completing the task for one interface (prefix S) and
additional comparative statements asked after completion the task with both interfaces (prefix A). Scores use a
7-point Likert-scale. For SUS statements, 1 equals ”heavily disagree” and 7 equals ”heavily agree”. For additional
statements, 1 favors the Standard interface and 7 favors the MovieWall.

and modifications in order to improve it for our test. In
the end, we decided to use the very same functionality, as
we believe a better comparison can be made with previous
research if a tested implementation of the MovieWall is
used. One key difference in our implementation is to start
the MovieWall at maximum zoom level, as early eval-
uations indicated that users preferred the labels giving
them a general overview of the lay-out. When selecting
the Standard interface, users start at the ”Home screen”.
Here, horizontal lists are generated for each genre shown
in Figure 1, including a descriptive header. Items inside
each list are sorted by popularity. Genres that the user se-
lected as their preferences are shown first, with the other
genres being sorted to the bottom. Horizontal lists can be
dragged horizontally to scroll through up to thirty (most
popular) entries, while dragging vertically anywhere on
the screen allows the user to scroll the lists themselves.
With the exception of one view, all views follow this same
pattern, only changing in the content of each list. Fig-
ure 2 shows this in more detail. From here, users have
a few options. Opening the details panel by tapping on
any of the movies also shows the ”More Like This” but-
ton at the bottom of the panel, as seen in Figure 2 (right
side). This feature allows them to load new lists, using
the selected movie as reference: the lists will be filled
with movies that have the same genres, actors, directors
and companies as that movie. Furthermore, users can
tap on ”See More” near each header, which then presents

the user with lists that combine the genre of the header
with every other genre used for clustering. An example
of these features can be seen in Figure 3. To allow the
user access to the entirety of the database in a few taps,
we introduced the ”See All” view. Using the ”More Like
This” and ”See More functions changes the ”See More”
text near the header to ”See All”. Additionally, using the
”See More” function generates a ”See All” button next to
the header, at the top of the screen. When tapping ”See
All”, a slightly different view is loaded; a filter is applied
to the entire database depending on the header that was
tapped, e.g. tapping on ”See All” next to the header with
”Adventure” will filter on Adventure movies. All movies
are then similarly sorted by popularity and presented in a
large list which the user can only drag vertically, though
movies can still be tapped and viewed. This view can be
accessed by pressing the filters (underlined words) in the
details panel as well. This function is shown in Figure 3.

The Standard interface includes two more functions, ac-
cessible from any view. The first is a ”Home” button,
which returns the user to the home screen. The second is
a ”Back” button, which restores the previous view when
pressed, allowing users to backtrack conveniently.
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Figure 4: Stacked bar figures for the preferred service ratings and preferred experience ratings. Blue segments show
in favor of the Standard interface, orange segments in favor of the MovieWall interface and green as neutral.

3.3 Procedure

Experiments took place in a controlled environment with
an observing party. Participation was entirely voluntary
and not reimbursed. Subjects gave their consent prior to
the experiment by filling their email address into an online
form, receiving a copy of their answers at completion. Ad-
dresses were not tracked and removed after participation.
Users also filled in general background questions regard-
ing their use of movie browsing and video-on-demand ser-
vices. Participants were divided equally among the HTC
Nexus 9 and the Asus Google Nexus 7, and tested the
application on their assigned device. All subjects were
given a task to perform on each interface. This task was
designed to stimulate users to explore and browse both in-
terfaces, simulating exploratory search. As such, the task
was open-ended, encouraging users to base their prefer-
ence on the user experience and database perception, in
parallel with our sub-questions. To further emphasize
this, participants were given little time to complete it.
We described the task as follows:

Assume you have won a free one-year subscription to an
online video service, and you can choose between two of-
ferings, each with their own video-on-demand service. Go
ahead and spend about four minutes checking out each of
them, and make a decision which of the two you would
like to subscribe to. Users tested the Standard interface
first, followed by the MovieWall, so all participants had
a grasp of the state-of-the-art before comparing. After
completing the task for an interface, subjects answered a
SUS questionnaire [2] for that interface before moving on.
After completing the task on both interfaces, participants
gave answers to a series of questions, primarily consisting
of comparative ratings. These statements can be seen in

Table 1. Answers to the SUS questionnaire, as well as
statements A1-A3, are used to measure the user experi-
ence and usability of each interface (SQ1). Statements
A4 and A5 provide insight to perception of the database
for each subject (SQ2). Both the SUS questionnaire and
the comparative questions were rated on a seven-point
Likert-scale for consistency. SUS-scores were normalized
to range from 0 to 100 (five-point Likert-scale) afterwards
for evaluation using the SUS standard. For comparative
questions, a score of 1 heavily favored the Standard in-
terface, while a score of 7 heavily favored the MovieWall,
with 4 being the neutral score. We compared the rat-
ings given for the Nexus 7 and Nexus 9 groups to answer
whether the screen size had any influence on user expe-
rience or database perception (SQ3). Afterwards, users
would participate in a short interview, presenting quali-
tative statements for each interface. Along with observa-
tions, these were used to provide additional information
regarding the user experience and their perception of the
movie collection of each interface. These statements were
combined and tallied to find phrases that were mentioned
frequently. All actions performed by the users were times-
tamped and logged. Each action was totaled for each
user, so we could look for features that remained unused
a participant, i.e. the action being performed zero times.
Every feature had a unique action that identified its exe-
cution.
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Figure 5: Stacked bar for the ratings giving by users re-
garding the presentation they preferred.

4 Results and Discussion

4.1 Results

The study consisted of thirty participants; twenty-six male
and four female, aged from 20 to 49 years (average 23.3
years old, Stdev = 4.93). Twenty users frequently used
video-on-demand and movie-browsing services, eight had
some experience and two had no experience at all. Five
subjects had frequently used these services on a mobile
device, while sixteen only had some experience and nine
never used these services on mobile devices at all. The
participants were split equally among both the Nexus 9
and Nexus 7 devices, resulting in fifteen subjects for each
device.

Usability and Interface (SQ1)

From the ratings given for the comparative questions,
we see that subjects strongly prefer the Standard inter-
face. For the first question A1, four users preferred the
MovieWall (rating 5 or higher) and twenty-five preferred
the Standard interface (rating 3 or lower), with a mean
score of 2.63. For the question; ”Did the interface and
user experience have an impact on your choice?”, all par-
ticipants answered ”yes”. Looking at the ratings for A2,
nine subjects favored the MovieWall, while eighteen pre-
ferred the Standard interface, with a mean score of 3.43.
Yet, for question A3, only four participants rated in favor
of the MovieWall, while twenty-four valued the Standard
interface more, with a mean score of 2.63. Ratings for A1
and A2 can be found in Figure 4, and ratings for A3 can
be found in Figure 5.

The SUS questionnaire show an even stronger preference
for the Standard interface. For the MovieWall, the mean
SUS-total settled at 57 out of 100, while the Standard
interface scored 83 out of 100, that is 45.6% higher than
the MovieWall. The mean ratings for each SUS statement
S1-S10 can be found in Figure 6. Some key points that
stood when looking at these statements:

• Statement S8, ”I found the system very cumbersome
to use” was rated very high for the MovieWall.
Nineteen users agreed with this statement, rating
5 or higher, whereas only seven disagreed, rating
3 or lower. By contrast, only one user rated the
Standard interface as cumbersome. This partici-
pant gave both interfaces the same score (5). The
mean scores for this statement are 1.9 and 4.53 for
the Standard interface and the MovieWall respec-
tively. The ratings given are highlighted in Figure
7.

• For all positive SUS statements (statements 1, 3,
5, 7 and 9), the minimum combined score of the
Standard interface (19 out of 30) was higher than
the average of the MovieWall (16 out of 30).

• On average, the Standard interface scored better
on each individual statement (higher for positive
statements, lower for negative statements).

• Twenty-eight users gave the Standard interface a
better SUS-score than the MovieWall interface.

Comments from the open interview were utilized to ex-
plain the aforementioned results. To analyze these quali-
tative statements, we accumulated and tallied key words
and phrases. Positive characteristics of the MovieWall
that stood out included:

• Eleven users mentioned that the MovieWall was a
fun interface.

• Eleven subjects said they found the MovieWall a
cool concept.

• Ten users said they appreciated the focus on explo-
ration and discovery, though they did not specifi-
cally mention they would use the interface for this
purpose.

• Four subjects thought using the MovieWall was ex-
citing.
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Figure 6: Mean scores for each SUS statement. Positive statements on the left, negative statements on the right.

Figure 7: Rating frequencies for the statement ”I found
the system very cumbersome to use.”, for both interfaces.

• Four participants specifically mentioned the MovieWall
had or could have a niche use, hinting at the afore-
mentioned discovery aspect.

Negative characteristics that stood out included:

• Sixteen users mentioned they got lost easily using
the MovieWall, and specifically noted this as being
detrimental to their experience.

• Eleven subjects were negatively impacted by the
lack of personalization options. They expected sug-
gestions based on their input.

• Nine participants were either annoyed by the lack
of connections between movies and clusters, or con-
fused as to whether there was a connection at all.

• Nine subjects found the current structure detrimen-
tal and lacking.

• Seven users rated the current implementation of the
MovieWall as poor and inadequate.

• Six participants found the MovieWall distracting.

• Six subjects had trouble finding movies.

• Five users found the MovieWall overwhelming.

Comparatively, no negative characteristics stood out for
the Standard interface. Frequently mentioned, positive
characteristics include the following:

• Fourteen participants stated that the interface felt
familiar, with some specifically mentioning specific
services (e.g. Netflix).

• Ten users specifically said the Standard interface
was better.

• Six subjects mentioned that it was more practical.

• Four users stated that the Standard interface was
more clear.

Overall, statements were favorable towards the Standard
interface, though some users recognized the potential that
the MovieWall concept has.

Looking at the results of the logs, eleven subjects did not
use the ”See More” function and eleven participants did
not use the ”See All” function of the Standard interface.
Ten users also did not tap the underlined words in the
details panel while using the Standard interface at all.
Conversely, only four users did not use the ”More Like
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Figure 8: Stacked bar graphs showing ratings given for A4 and A5. On the left, users overwhelming picked the
neutral option (4, in green). The figure on right shows more favoritism towards the Standard interface regarding
ease of finding interesting movies, as shown by the blue portions.

This” feature. The ”Home” function remained unused by
ten subjects, while the ”Back” button was used by every-
one, bar two users. By contrast, nearly all functionality
was used by all users in the MovieWall with one excep-
tion: the filter functionality, activated by tapping on the
underlined words in the details panel, remained unused
by five participants.

Regarding frequently requested features observed during
the experiment and the interview, users often attempted
to tap the descriptive headers as seen when fully zoomed
out in the MovieWall interface, and were met with dis-
appointment once they realized such a feature did not
exist. Many users also pointed out that they expected
more guidance in the MovieWall, so they did not have
to zoom out to regain their whereabouts. Other miss-
ing functionality included the lack of a search function on
both interfaces.

Database and Collection (SQ2)

For the question; ”Did the movies that you saw have an
impact on your preference?”, only seven participants an-
swered ”yes”. Question A4 was rated by twenty-two of
the thirty users. The mean score for this question was a
3.5, with two favoring the MovieWall and seven prefer-
ring the Standard interface, and thirteen remained neu-
tral. Conversely, comparative question A5 was answered
by twenty-seven users, with nineteen favoring the Stan-
dard interface and four preferring the MovieWall. The
mean rating for this question was a 3.0. Ratings for ques-
tions A4 and A5 can be found in Figure 8.

Screen Size (SQ3)

As scores for the SUS questionnaire and each comparative
question A1-A5 appeared to be slightly different among
the Nexus 9 and Nexus 7 groups, we performed two-
sample, two-tailed t-tests between the two to check the
significance. For each tested score, we expect no signifi-
cant difference between the two groups. As such, we con-
firm that there is no difference should the null-hypothesis,
”There is a difference in scores”, be omitted. Results of
all tests can be found in Table 2. For both the MovieWall
and Standard SUS-score comparisons, the null-hypothesis
was omitted. The null-hypothesis was also omitted for ev-
ery comparative questions, except for A5. Thirteen users
of the Nexus 9 group and fourteen subjects of the Nexus
7 gave a rating for this question. For A5, the table shows
a large variance between the two groups (2.47 and 0.64)
and the mean scores given by the Nexus 9 and Nexus 7
groups are 3.85 and 2.21 respectively. For all other rat-
ings, mean scores were much closer together, as seen in
Table 2.

Other observations of interest were also tested. However,
they were inconclusive. These include:

• The Nexus 9 group gave a mean score of 4.8 for SUS
statement S5 (MovieWall), while the Nexus 7 group
gave this statement a mean score of 3.73.

• The mean scores for SUS statement S6 (Standard)
were 2.73 and 1.87, as rated by the Nexus 9 group
and Nexus 7 group respectively.

• For SUS statement S10 (Standard), the Nexus 9
group rated a mean score of 1.93. Comparatively,
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T-test Equal Variance? µ1 µ2 σ2
1 σ2

2 d.f. tstat tcrit
SUS (Standard) Yes 81.22 84.89 60.90 43.44 28 -1.39 2.05
SUS (MovieWall) Yes 85.33 87.00 732.02 405.54 28 -0.19 2.05
A1 Yes 2.53 2.73 2.41 2.21 28 -0.36 2.05
A2 Yes 3.53 3.33 2.41 3.10 28 0.33 2.05
A3 Yes 3.00 3.25 2.14 2.02 25 -0.45 2.06
A4 Yes 3.80 3.25 1.96 2.02 20 0.91 2.09
A5 No 3.85 2.21 2.47 0.64 18 3.36 2.10

Table 2: Results from two-tailed t-tests. All tests were performed using α = 0.05.. All data was tested using an
F-test to check for equal variance.

participants of the Nexus 7 group rated an average
of 1.07.

4.2 Discussion

Going back to SQ1; ”How do the two interfaces com-
pare in terms of usability for a general browsing task with
vague search goals?”, it is clear that the MovieWall im-
plementation appears to be severely lacking after look-
ing at the results of the SUS questionnaire and com-
parative questions A1-A3. In particular, nineteen users
found the MovieWall cumbersome, and the SUS score for
the Standard interface was 45.6% higher. Furthermore,
twenty-five users preferred the Standard interface over the
MovieWall, as seen from the ratings given for A1. This
is further emphasized by the answers given for A3, where
twenty-four favored the Standard interface.

Several reasons exist for these results. Sixteen users stated
getting lost easily and eleven users disliked the lack of per-
sonalization options. This is further emphasized by the
log results; the ”See All” and to lesser degree the ”See
More” features were introduced to provide users an easy
way to find every movie in the database without using
a query. Yet, eleven users did not use the ”See All” fea-
ture, and eleven did not use the ”See More” feature. Even
though these features were underused, the ratings were
still overwhelmingly in favor of the Standard interface.

Unique, positive characteristics of the MovieWall identi-
fied by the open interview include a fun browsing experi-
ence, as noted by eleven users, and the emphasis on dis-
covery, as noted by ten users. These are defining strengths
of the MovieWall which the Standard interface does not
possess.

Looking at the results of the question; ”Did the movies
that you saw have an impact on your preference?”, and
the ratings given for A4 and A5, we answer SQ2; ”How
does the interface influence the perceived quality and size
of the explored database?”, as follows: While users did
not see a difference in the database, the Standard inter-
face gave them a better time finding movies of interest.
Twenty-three participants stated they were not influenced
by the movies they had seen when selecting their pre-
ferred interface. Additionally, the results of A4 indicate
that most users did not see the movie collection of each
interface as being different, though individual preferences
exist; for this question, seven users preferred the Stan-
dard interface and two picked in favor of the MovieWall.
Ratings given for A5 show that the Standard interface
made it easier to find movies of interest; nineteen users
showed a preference for it, while only four subjects fa-
vored the MovieWall. Given the results of SQ1 and A5,
we argue that the small favor for the Standard interface
in the ratings given for A4 may be due to better usabil-
ity. This further indicates that participants did not have
a different perception of the database itself.

Comparing results for the Nexus 7 and Nexus 9 groups
show no significant differences, with the exception of A5.
However, only twenty-seven ratings were given for this
question in total, and variances differed greatly (σ2

1 =
2.47, σ2

2 = 0.64) As such, the question SQ3; ”Does screen
size have a significant influence on any of the aforemen-
tioned aspects?” with ”No”. Several findings, such as the
differences for S5 (MovieWall), S6 (Standard), and S10
(Standard), suggest that both interfaces may perform bet-
ter on larger devices than smaller ones. However, these
findings are inconclusive, as no significant differences were
found.
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5 Conclusion and Future Work

Looking back at our main question; ”Is the concept of
the MovieWall a complement to existing state-of-the-art
approaches and could it even replace them completely?”,
results indicate the answer to be ”no”, given the current
implementation of the MovieWall. Despite some positive
aspects and the outcome of Nefkens’ pilot study [8], our
comparative experiment showed that for the given task,
users have a clear preference for the Standard interface
implementation. Yet, although minor, positive aspects
about the MovieWall have been observed as well, and
there might be evidence suggesting that at least some of
the negative results could be contributed to the current
implementation or the study design.

From the SUS scores, it is clear improvements to usability
and user experience are of utmost priority. In the inter-
view, many subjects stated they got lost easily while using
the MovieWall interface, which negatively impacted their
experience. New implementations should therefore grant
the user some form of guidance, so they know where they
are within the MovieWall, without resorting to zooming
out.

Another point that stood out was the demand for cus-
tomization and personalization, as seen from the inter-
view statements. Users expected their input to influence
the MovieWall interface by changing the arrangement of
movies. Future implementations that allow users to re-
move movie genres which are not of interest to them may
solve this problem, improving user experience. Allowing
users to create new clusters through some form of filtering
may have the same effect, as it gives them more control
over the content presented.

One key problem regarding user experience of the MovieWall
implementation was its structure. Results from the in-
terview indicate many users are negatively impacted by
the current lay-out or having trouble finding a connec-
tion between the movies they see. This is largely caused
by movies changing discretely from one cluster to the
other; moving from the ”Action” cluster to the ”Adven-
ture” cluster does not guarantee seeing movies that are
both ”Action” and ”Adventure”.

The current user study was short-term and forced users
to pick between the two interfaces. The former may
have pushed participants into picking that which is more

familiar to them; two users specifically stated that the
MovieWall ”grew onto them” in the interview. The latter
emphasized on competition between the two, rather than
looking at the MovieWall as a complementary function.
While results indicate the current MovieWall implemen-
tation to be inadequate, future research may focus more
on implementing both interfaces together, allowing users
to switch between the two. Future studies would then em-
phasize less on making a forced decision between the two,
highlighting the MovieWall concept as a complementary
function.

While we believe state-of-the-art movie browsing appli-
cations may not be the best option for exploring movie
collections, the current MovieWall implementation does
not provide a better experience for this task. Though
the concept still shows promise, the aforementioned issues
must be answered before it can be verified as a suitable
alternative.
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Annotated Appendix

3.1 Appendix A: Literature review

The following shows the literature review done at the start of this thesis project.
The results of this work formed the basis for the research leading to the scientific
paper.

Introduction

With the introduction of the Web and an unmeasurable amount of information
publicly available, methods of searching information were quickly implemented.
Indeed, most users of the Internet regularly utilize search engines in some form,
retrieving information through simple or complex lookups. With the immense
amount of information growing and collections becoming ever larger, content
providers collectively moved towards recommender systems, which select and
provide content for their users without the need of lookups. However, recom-
mender systems have their own set of problems, including the infamous ‘cold
start’ problem. Solutions to the cold start problem often provide their own
challenges. Meanwhile, many researchers have moved their attention back to
exploratory search, a method often used unconsciously and widely adopted be-
fore the introduction of the Web. Believing exploratory search may provide
solutions to the challenges introduced by look-ups and recommender systems,
recent research has made various implementations while isolating important fac-
tors of exploratory search. In this literature review, we look at the dismissal
and resurgence of exploratory search in relation to search engines (look-ups) and
recommender systems, the challenges and recent developments of each. Finally,
we identify points of interest for future research, formulating these in the form
of research goals.

Look-up and Search Engines

Searching using search engines has been widely adopted for a long time. Most
users of the Internet know a few of these, like Google, Bing and Yahoo!. Many
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providers of a large collection of goods also incorporate a (form of) a search en-
gine, such as YouTube. Search engines perform extremely well when the exact
name of the desired item is known as it is looked up, while advanced engines can
even return the item as long as the query relates well enough to the item in ques-
tion. Still fairly new and ever evolving, search engines possess many challenges
and developments. Henzinger et al. describe such challenges as filtering spam
entries, managing content quality, evaluating quality, creating and maintain-
ing web conventions, removing duplicates and handling vague-structured data
[7]. Cambazoglu defines further challenges regarding the scalability of search
engines[4]. Chang et al. specifically define advances and challenges for semantic
image/video search [6]. Other research includes the use of different types of
inputs, such as used in music search engines[14].

One obvious trait of search engines is the input required to be of any use.
Naturally, a query requires a formulation to be of any use. Additionally, such a
query needs to be interpretable by the search engine. Finally, there can always
be semantic differences between the user and the system. Accommodating to a
single user is relatively simple. However, adapting to a much larger audience,
especially one that is culturally diverse, can prove problematic. One such cul-
tural example includes the use of the bag of words query, semantics and natural
language query: does looking for an ‘orange monkey’ return a monkey that is
orange, a monkey and an orange, or an orangutan?

Recommender Systems

To combat the shortcomings of look-ups and engines, recommender systems
adapt to individuals who do not possess the expertise to formulate proper queries
that would generate their desired outcome [19]. Recommender systems instead
present items of interest to each user, consisting of both personalized choices
and general items (e.g. well-performing articles). Like look-ups, recommender
systems score items depending on a set of criteria, presenting the user with
items that score highest on this set. Information relating to users may be ob-
tained explicitly or implicitly. An example of explicitly obtained information
includes asking a user whether they liked the article they purchased recently.
Information obtained implicitly is gathered by interpreting the user’s actions,
such as navigating certain products. Using this information, a recommender
system presents users with items that are related to the user’s behavior, nar-
rowing down the large number of items to a much smaller collection actively
present, coping with information overload. Even before the web, recommender
systems already existed informally and were used at large. Examples include
racks of items in a record shop containing the top 10 best selling songs, or the
shop clerk recommending products based on the contents of your shopping cart.

Formally, Ricci et al. define the goals of a recommender system from a
service provider’s perspective as follows: increase the number of items sold,
sell more diverse items, increase user satisfaction, increase user fidelity, better
understanding of what the user wants [19]. These are collectively defined as
increasing the conversion rate. Ricci et al. further define the goals from a
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user’s perspective, which consist of: finding some good items, finding all good
items, annotation in context, recommend a sequence, recommend a bundle, just
browsing, finding a credible recommender, improving the profile, self-expression,
helping others and influencing others.

Recommender systems utilize various different techniques to generate rec-
ommendations [19]. Demographic profiles separate users on known traits and
present content appropriate to each demographic, while knowledge-based sys-
tems base their recommendations on the needs of the user and the features of
the items. Content-based recommenders match items in terms of similarity and
present these to the user [17], while collaborative filtering systems utilize past
events from users with similar tastes to present recommendations to the current
user [20]. Many systems utilize hybrid forms of these. From the above, it is
clear that recommender systems still require input initially to generate a profile
that the system can utilize [19]. This problem is widely defined as the ‘cold
start’ problem. Initially, explicitly obtained information can alleviate this issue,
though this may be intrusive to the user and consist of very long questionnaires
to obtain proper information depending on the rating system and content in
question. Additionally, interaction from the user is also a large challenge, ever
researching attributes of user behavior, their importance and the relationship
to their choices, as well as efficient and pleasant feedback towards the system.
More challenges appear when attempting to recommend other things than just
related items, while privacy when observing user behavior is constantly put into
question.

The cold start problem may be the most prominent problem, with many
researchers attempting to solve or alleviate it. The works of Lam et al. show
a hybrid model using collaborative and content data to present recommenda-
tions to novel users, utilizing the idea of users with similar features enjoying the
same content [10]. Lam et al. specifically use age, gender and job to predict
recommendations, using a Bayesian Network to learn user preferences among
the training set, then matching an item to each user in the test set. Note that
the work still uses a form of explicitly provided information to address the issue,
with information that may be regarded as sensitive (job). Ahn addresses the
cold start issue through the use of a similarity function, PIP, specifically for
collaborative filtering recommenders [1]. Pereira et al. also use learning along
with co-clustering to address the problem, splitting the cold start problem be-
tween ‘pure’ (zero ratings) and ‘incremental’ [18]. Their method utilizes matrix
factorization K-nearest neighbors, using side information to estimate features of
a user with a learned model and subsequently mapping these to existing users
from training, which functions very similar to the works of Lam et al.

It is clear that recommender systems provide many benefits over simple or
complex lookup. As such, even large search engines such as Google often adapt
search queries to the user depending on the information available, creating a hy-
brid between a look-up and a recommender system, to present more appropriate
content. Recommender systems will in many ways continue to suffer from the
cold start problem, as well as knowledge intrusion, whereas lookups still have
their challenges in user proficiency. However, both have clear advantages and
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use-cases compared to one another, with both systems often coexisting in inter-
faces in the form of complementing features.

Exploratory Search

Another system that was informally prominent before the creation of the Inter-
net exists in the form of exploratory search. White and Roth formally define
exploratory search as follows: “Exploratory search describes an information-
seeking problem context that is open-ended, persistent, and multifaceted, and
information-seeking processes that are opportunistic, iterative, and multi-tactical.
Exploratory searchers aim to solve complex problems and develop enhanced
mental capacities. Exploratory search systems support this through symbiotic
human-machine relationships that provide guidance in exploring unfamiliar in-
formation landscapes.” [22] Mirizzi and Noia further highlight three important
traits of searching that exploratory search attempts to answer: “learning, discov-
ering and understanding novel knowledge on complex and sometimes unknown
topics.”[13] Many researchers acknowledge that scenarios in which a user may
require this kind of information retrieval may not be answered by look-ups and
recommender systems. Pang et al. illustrate on such example in their work: if
patients or their cares don’t know the right keywords for their health problems,
how can they effectively find useful health information [16]? Indeed, before
users had search engines and a wealth of information directly at their disposal,
users would often find information and knowledge by pure chance or thoughtful
exploration. An example of pure chance portrays a customer walking through
a farmer’s market, finding and purchasing a type of fruit they never imagined
existed. Examples of thoughtful exploration include a video game fanatic brows-
ing the local video game store’s entire collection, obtaining knowledge from the
video games that were made and more. Even window shopping can be consid-
ered a form of exploratory search, where the goal may be the browsing of items
itself rather than the selection of items.

In terms of pleasure and satisfaction, these examples can be related to the
‘Discovery’ aesthetic as defined in the widely accepted MDA framework for game
design [8]. In fact, reformulating the goals of exploratory search, one could
state that discovery and exploration of elements is inherently part of the fun of
exploratory search. Marchionni further argues that “we seek to fulfill social and
psychological needs to belong and to know our world” as being an important
reason for exploratory search to exist [12].Marchionni also highlights the need
for interaction in search. Dynamically updating queries and displays, judging
returned content and revising the query, highly interactive user interfaces are at
the forefront of turning people into “pioneers and adventurers in a new world
of information riches awaiting discovery along with new pitfalls and costs.”
[12] He defines the goals of Exploratory Search in two activities, ‘Learn’ and
‘Investigate’, which are divided further into many other subcategories. Note
that these goals are largely akin to the traits illustrated by Mirizzi and Noia,
with ‘investigate’ encompassing ‘discovering’ and understanding’. Some earlier
research by Kules et al. also suggests that exploratory searchers mostly look at
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the results of a faceted search, spending less time on the facets and almost no
time on the query[9]. Specifically, users would be fixated on the results.

By looking at the differences between exploratory search and traditional
look-up, tasks can be defined in which an exploratory search system should
excel and where look-up should be better. Defining these tasks can also help
evaluate an exploratory search system in a quantitative manner. Wildemuth
and Freund provide definitions specifically for exploratory search tasks, guiding
researchers during investigation [23]. In their work, they define exploratory
search tasks to have the following characteristics:

• Exploratory search tasks are open-ended. There is no specific answer.

• Exploratory tasks are associated with the goals of learning and investiga-
tion.

• Tasks are general rather than specific. There is a very abstract goal.

• Tasks target multiple items. There are many possible solutions to the
task.

• There is a degree of uncertainty.

• The tasks are multi-faceted, including multiple aspects or concepts, incor-
porating multiple subtasks.

• The process is dynamic, as the user’s understanding of the topic gradually
changes or motivations behind the task shift.

• The process occurs over time, having a fairly long session.

• The task is accompanied by other information and cognitive behaviors,
e.g. sense making and decision making.

• The problems that elicit exploratory search tend to be ill-structured.

• The tasks are fairly complex, “not too easy”.

Athukorala et al. use the definition of search categories as defined by Mar-
chionni, as well as the characteristics of exploratory search tasks as defined
by Wildemuth and Freund, to better define different subcategories of explo-
ration and gain understanding of how users behave in exploratory search[2]. In
their work, lookups tasks are defined as finding facts to a specific questions
(query), which are characterized by precise search goals with simple search
paths. Lookup tasks involving thinking or understanding are referred as in-
terpretive tasks, being more focused and goal-oriented than exploratory tasks.
In contrast, their work defines exploratory tasks as open-ended and imprecise,
without a single answer accomplishing the user’s information needs and no clear
criterion for the end of the search. Note how this definition largely correlates
to the definition made by Wildemuth and Freund. The authors define six tasks
by name: knowledge acquisition, planning, comparison, fact-finding, navigation
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and question answering. The first three tasks are defined as exploratory and the
last three tasks are defined as look-up tasks, with the third task in each set being
‘borderline’, largely differing from standard tasks in each set. With exploratory
search being researched extensively, novel implementations are becoming more
prominent, answering the needs and goals of users as described before. The vi-
sual berry-picking method defined by Low et al. utilizes an interactive approach
with a highly faceted and large information space [11]. Their work creates the
impression of panning a large global map through item neighborhoods, where
the currently selected item generates clusters with related items nearby. Gen-
eral responses are positive, with users able to handle the new interface, though
the authors note bias towards the interface that was presented first. A dif-
ferent implementation by Thudt et al. concentrates around serendipity and
spontaneous discoveries, which aligns well with multiple aspects of exploratory
search [21]. Their implementation, the Bohemian Bookshelf, utilizes playful
approaches, visual connections and abstraction, while offering flexibility and ac-
cessibility between elements, to stimulate and encourage serendipity. The Bo-
hemian Bookshelf too was a large success among subjects, idealizing the thought
of “maximizing the number of possibly relevant objects” over “minimizing the
number of possibly irrelevant objects”. The authors do note that distraction
through complexity, which may be beneficial to exploratory search. However,
the authors also note that users requested features that emphasized on targeted
search strategies over exploratory behavior. Further work by Carvalhal empha-
sizes on user engagement and active exploration through visual navigation [5].
Akin to the approach by Low et al., users move from item to item by selecting
interesting metadata presented by each item, effectively navigating the system
solely through visual representations. Once again, users did not perceive the
interface being any more difficult to more traditional implementations, while
being more intrinsically motivated. Finally, the implementation by Nefkens, ex-
periments with visual exploration through the use of the MovieWall [15]. The
MovieWall consists of a large grid with many movie posters clustered together,
with users panning a mobile tablet device to navigate the interface and select-
ing items of interest to gain more information on. Results show that users were
generally positive and enjoyed the interface, though the phenomenon of being
overwhelmed was a real issue. Other criticism includes the dependence on movie
posters for further decision making. Other experiments using the MovieWall
concerning randomization of items within clusters showed that aggressive ran-
domization was not appreciated, with users favoring standard clustering or light
randomization.

Conclusion

Exploratory search appears to have various reasons to be implemented and en-
couraged, while having clear weaknesses where a different system may be more
suitable or requiring a hybrid implementation to shore up said deficiencies. Most
notably, implementations that show clear relationships between elements and
encourage discovery and understanding appear to be accepted by test subjects.
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The relationship between look-up and exploratory search are not fully clear yet,
with the strengths and overlaps of each system compared to the other still be-
ing researched. However, when comparing recommender systems to exploratory
search systems, much less is known. This is even more prominent when includ-
ing systems that utilize hybrids or combinations of recommender and look-up
systems, such as YouTube. Where does each system excel, and where do they
overlap? What systems do users prefer in which situation? Can one be a sub-
stitute to the other? Can they complement one another? Answering these
questions should provide insight into the use-cases and potential developments
of exploratory search, especially in relation to recommender systems and search
engines, as well as the strengths and weaknesses when directly competing with
each other.
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3.2 Appendix B: Study Implementation

This section contains an overview of the application used for the comparative
user study. The application contains both the MovieWall interface and the
Standard interface. The first subsection contains the initialization, which is
important for the Standard interface and may also be useful for future imple-
mentations of the MovieWall. The next subsection shows the Standard interface
in detail. The last subsection presents the differences, attempted features and
future challenges for the MovieWall.

Initialization

Figure 3.1: On the left, genre selection. On the right, service selection.

To simulate a recommender system based on a test subject’s preference, usage
of the application starts by selecting the genres that a user prefers, from the set
of genres listed in Figure 1 (left side). These genres are stored and used in the
Standard interface. Afterwards, users can select the interface they wish to use in
the interface selection screen (Figure 1, right side), where ”Service A” will lead
them to the Standard interface and ”Service B” leads them to the MovieWall.
Hitting the Android back button will show a pop-up that allows the user to quit
the current interface, returning to the interface selection screen. .

Standard Interface

The Standard interface is based on the state-of-the-art interfaces known from on-
line movie services such as Netflix. These applications typically create multiple
horizontal lists, which each containing items based on a filter that is described in
the header. For example, a horizontal list containing action movies will typically
have a header saying ”Action” or ”Movies with the Action genre”. The items in
the list as well as the lists themselves are then sorted based on some value, such
as popularity. These horizontal lists are the main aspect of the Standard inter-
face. In state-of-the-art interfaces, filters used can become increasingly complex
based on observed patterns in user behavior. For our implementation, we only
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Figure 3.2: The home screen of the Standard interface is shown on the left. On
the right, the same view with the details panel opened.

utilize information about the movies and the preferred genres of the user, which
minimizes the amount of private data we store for each user. As the MovieWall
does not utilize user data, this allows for a fairer comparison between the two
interfaces, as well as challenging each interface to perform adequately without
the use of elaborate algorithms and extensive knowledge of users.

For all horizontal lists, the items within each list are produced as follows.
First the filters used are applied. If no entries return, the list will be removed.
If there are entries, they are sorted from most to least popular, and the first
thirty entries are inserted into the list. In some views, if a previous list already
contains an entry, duplicates are removed to provide a better experience (and
if no entries remain, the list is removed as before). On the interface, each list
shows up to six entries at first, and can be dragged horizontally up to thirty
entries. Dragging vertically anywhere on the screen scrolls through all the lists,
with up to three lists being in view at any point in time. Users start at the home
screen, which can be seen on the left of Figure 2. On the home screen, all genres
listed in Figure 1 are used as filters for the lists. The lists themselves are sorted
so that the genres preferred by the user appear first, followed by the remaining
genres. This provides a naive method of presenting recommendations, which
avoids showing random entries at the start. To return to the home screen, users
can press the home button, the little house icon in the lower-left corner, which
is accessible at all times. From the home screen, users can tap on ”See More”
near the headers to go to a view similar to Figure 3, using the genre next to ”See
More” as a reference. Movie posters can be tapped to bring up a movie details
panel identical to the one in the MovieWall with some functionality differences
as seen in Figure 2, on the right side. First, users can tap the ”More Like
This” button to produce the view presented at Figure 4. Pressing any of the
underlined words instead produces a drastically different view as seen in Figure
5.
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Figure 3.3: Illustration of the ”See More” function.

In the view presented by Figure 3, the ”See More” text near each header
in Figure 2 is replaced by ”See All”. Tapping on ”See All” produces the view
shown in Figure 5. A header is placed at the top as well, showing the genre
used as reference to the user. The horizontal lists created each use the genre
described at the top, as well as another genre from the initial selection of gen-
res, resulting in up to thirteen lists depending on whether entries with both
genres exist. Tapping on ”See All” next to each list header will use both filters
as reference for the view in Figure 5, while tapping on “See All’ at the top of
the screen will only use that genre. This view allows the user easy access to
combinations of genres they might find interesting, which is a common feature
in state-of-the-art interfaces.
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Figure 3.5: Illustration of the ”See All” function. On the right, a single filter is
applied. On the left, use of two filters is showcased.

Figure 3.4: Illustration of the ”More Like This” function. On the right, the
view is vertically dragged to show actor filters have been applied.

The ”More Like This” function allows users to find movies similar to the
ones that interest them more easily akin to state-of-the-art interfaces. The view
in Figure 4 is similar to Figure 3, with a few key differences. First of all, the
top header does not contain a ”See All” button, as the method of combining
would be confusing and illogical to the user. Second, the reference used is
a movie instead of a genre, as the user would naturally assume when tapping
”More Like This”. As a result, each horizontal list produced uses either a genre,
an actor, a director or a company as filter. The genres, actors, directors and
companies used can be seen in the details panel, prior to tapping the button.
The lists are sorted so genres appear first, actors second, directors third and
companies last. Tapping on ”See All” uses that filter as reference for the view
in Figure 5.

The view shown in Figure 5 was added to provide users with full access to
the collection as conveniently as possible. This makes a comparison with the
MovieWall more fair, as it provides full access to any genre quickly. This view
differs drastically from the other views. It shows a descriptive header at the top,
indicating what filter was used. This filter is then applied and items are sorted
by popularity, akin to the other views. All entries are then inserted in a grid-like
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fashion: up to six movies horizontally and expanding vertically. Users can drag
vertically in order to show all these entries; horizontal dragging is disabled and
does not have a function here.

Users can undo their actions by pressing the back button, the arrow icon near
the home button. This will reload the previous view. All other functionality in
this interface is similar to the MovieWall. Users can add movies to the watch
list which can be viewed at any point by tapping on the star icon.

MovieWall

For the comparative user study, the MovieWall was largely kept the same as
the iteration tested in [15]. After some initial reactions, one major change
was made for the comparative user study; users start with the interface fully
zoomed out, showing the headers and location of each cluster. This change was
made as initial reactions often mentioned being unaware of zooming (which was
also present in [15]) and preferred being able get an overview of the lay-out
before continuing, given the short task duration. All entries within each cluster
were combined without any randomization, as this provided a better experience
during the tested iteration compared to heavy randomization [15].

One issue of the MovieWall we investigated was its clustering. Currently,
this process takes a significant amount of time when attempting to make neat
clusters. Clusters are based on Euclidean distance, which makes them fairly
round in form and difficult to fit within a rectangular space. To improve the
fitting, spaces are optimized iteratively to fill the entire grid while keeping the
entries of each cluster as close to the center as possible. While this does not
prove to be an issue offline on a consumer desktop, it causes significant slow-
down on a mobile device, which prevents such a feature from being done in
real-time. Other issues include the device heating up significantly, as well as
consuming a lot of battery power. All these effects would impact user experi-
ence negatively. Another problem stems from the resulting clusters, which are
still fairly stretched-out even after optimization. This issue may be handled
more elegantly if the interface itself is more dynamic: users do not need to see
entries of a cluster that is far away. Odds are these entries do not need to be
loaded until the user is about to enter a different cluster. However, the benefits
of solving these problems are unclear, as results from [15] had shown that the
MovieWall would be adequate as a feature even when the clusters are static.
As such, we did not pursue this any further. Given the results of the compara-
tive user study, we believe that solving this problem is now of utmost priority.
Improving the structure would bring the MovieWall to acceptable standards,
so we recommend future research to investigate this problem.
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3.3 Appendix C: Comparative User Study

The comparative study summarized in the scientific paper used the implemen-
tation described in detail in Appendix B. In the following, we take a closer look
at the used methodology, along with a justification of it, and provide further
details about the gathered data.

Methodology

The data was gathered in three ways. First was the online form, which consisted
of a consent form, SUS questionnaire and additional comparative statements.
Next, users were interviewed to provide an explanation behind their choices,
as well as probe them for further information. Finally, all actions performed
during use of the applications were logged to check the usage of features.

Users were requested to perform the task described in the scientific paper
for four minutes, to avoid fatigue and boredom when performing the task twice.
This task duration still presented them with enough to time to both adapt to
each interface and fully experience each of them. In practice, this time limit
was not enforced; users could stop sooner if they felt they experienced enough
of the interface, or were stopped by the observer later if participants appeared
to be very immersed. As a result, most users took between two-and-a-half and
five-and-a-half minutes, with two notable exceptions: One participant used the
Standard interface for only 62 seconds and the MovieWall for 200 seconds. The
other participant used the Standard interface for only 100 seconds, and the
MovieWall for 130 seconds.

Online Form

To obtain quantitative data regarding usability and perception of the database,
we made an online form consisting primarily of ratings. A SUS questionnaire
formed the basis for comparing usability, as it is a convenient and widely recog-
nized questionnaire [3]. Additional comparative statements were added, which
allowed users to rate their preference in interface, user experience and database
perception. All statements can be found in Table 3.1.

The online form was made using Google Forms. Users would fill their email
address at the start to provide consent, of which a copy would be sent to them
digitally after completion of the form together with their answers. Users also
provided additional information about their age, sex, usage of (mobile) movie-
browsing applications. Users would then proceed and follow the flow listed
below:

1. Read the task

2. Perform the task on the Standard interface

3. Fill the SUS questionnaire for the Standard interface

4. Perform the task on MovieWall interface
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5. Fill the SUS questionnaire for the MovieWall interface

6. Answer additional comparative statements

7. Submit the form, finalizing their consent

The SUS questionnaire used the default template as can be found in [3]. SUS
statements were rated on a 7-point Likert-scale instead of a 5-point Likert-scale
for the sake of consistency with the additional comparative statement, as these
were rated on a 7-point Likert-scale to provide enough options to participants.
Scores were later normalized to provide a basis for SUS score ratings.

Interview

After completing the questionnaire, users were asked general questions regard-
ing their experience, leading to discussion and statements for each interface.
These statements were noted down into raw format and later tallied, grouped
together if statements were similar enough. While tallying, references to the
statements tallied were noted on the side as validation. The interview provided
complementary, qualitative information which helped explain the results of the
online form, as well as presenting opportunities for improvement.

Logging

All actions which triggered features were logged into the system. These can
be seen in Figure 2. Logged actions were timestamped and, depending on the
function, additional data was logged with it. This data was used to look at
which features subjects utilized often and which remained unused, and look at
any correlations between feature usage and the scores given. For the study, we
only looked at unused features, as these proved to be the most valuable.

Data

The figures below show all data gathered, in summarized format.
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Table 3.1: All statements and questions used in the online form. S1-S10 are
SUS questionnaire statements, A1-A5 are additional statements, Q1 and Q2 are
general questions. All SUS questionnaire statements and additional statements
are rated on a 7-point Likert-scale.

Statement / Question
S1 I think that I would like to use this system frequently.
S2 I found the system unnecessarily complex.
S3 I thought the system was easy to use.
S4 I think that I would need the support of a technical person to be able to use this system.
S5 I found the various functions in this system were well integrated.
S6 I thought there was too much inconsistency in this system.
S7 I would imagine that most people would learn to use this system very quickly.
S8 I found the system very cumbersome to use.
S9 I felt very confident using the system.

S10 I needed to learn a lot of things before I could get going with this system.
A1 Which service did you prefer overall?
Q1 Did the interface and user experience have an impact on your choice?
A2 Which visual presentation did you prefer?
A3 Which service gave you a better experience?
Q2 Did the movies that you saw have an impact on your preference?
A4 Please rate which service had a movie collection better suited to you.
A5 Please rate which service made it easier to find movies interesting to you.
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Table 3.2: Personal data and device used for each participant.

P Age Sex Former experience? With mobile device? Device used
1 22 M Yes, but few Yes, but few Nexus 9
2 49 M No No Nexus 9
3 24 M Yes, freq. No Nexus 9
4 21 F Yes, freq. Yes, freq. Nexus 9
5 23 M Yes, freq. Yes, but few Nexus 9
6 21 M Yes, freq. Yes, but few Nexus 9
7 21 M Yes, but few Yes, but few Nexus 9
8 24 M Yes, but few Yes, but few Nexus 7
9 25 M Yes, freq. Yes, freq. Nexus 7

10 22 M Yes, but few Nexus 7
11 22 F Yes, freq. No Nexus 7
12 20 M Yes, but few No Nexus 7
13 22 M Yes, freq. Yes, but few Nexus 9
14 23 M Yes, freq. Yes, but few Nexus 7
15 21 M Yes, freq. Yes, freq. Nexus 7
16 20 M Yes, freq. Yes, but few Nexus 7
17 23 M Yes, freq. Yes, but few Nexus 7
18 23 M Yes, freq. No Nexus 7
19 23 F Yes, freq. Yes, freq. Nexus 7
20 24 M Yes, freq. Yes, freq. Nexus 7
21 23 M No Yes, but few Nexus 9
22 23 M Yes, freq. Yes, but few Nexus 7
23 21 M Yes, freq. Yes, but few Nexus 7
24 25 M Yes, freq. No Nexus 7
25 21 F Yes, but few Yes, but few Nexus 9
26 24 M Yes, but few No Nexus 9
27 23 M Yes, freq. No Nexus 9
28 23 M Yes, but few Yes, but few Nexus 9
29 23 M Yes, freq. Yes, but few Nexus 9
30 23 M Yes, but few No Nexus 9
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Table 3.3: Ratings for SUS statements, including positive statement total, neg-
ative statement total, SUS score and normalized SUS score (Standard), for each
participant. Includes mean, median, mode, minimum and maximum.

P S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 S9 S10 + - Score Normal
1 5 2 6 1 6 3 6 1 6 1 24 27 127.5 85.0
2 5 7 7 1 6 6 6 1 6 6 25 14 97.5 65.0
3 6 1 7 1 6 2 6 1 7 1 27 29 140 93.3
4 5 2 7 1 5 2 7 2 7 1 26 27 132.5 88.3
5 5 2 6 1 7 3 6 2 6 2 25 25 125 83.3
6 6 2 5 2 5 2 5 2 3 3 19 24 107.5 71.7
7 5 2 6 1 5 4 6 2 6 1 23 25 120 80.0
8 6 2 6 1 5 2 5 1 6 1 23 28 127.5 85.0
9 5 2 6 1 5 3 6 3 5 1 22 25 117.5 78.3

10 5 2 6 1 6 1 4 2 5 1 21 28 122.5 81.7
11 6 2 6 1 6 1 7 1 7 1 27 29 140 93.3
12 5 3 5 1 5 2 6 3 5 1 21 25 115 76.7
13 6 2 6 2 7 2 5 1 6 2 25 26 127.5 85.0
14 5 2 5 1 5 2 6 2 5 1 21 27 120 80.0
15 7 1 7 1 7 2 7 1 7 1 30 29 147.5 98.3
16 5 2 6 1 7 1 5 2 5 1 23 28 127.5 85.0
17 6 1 6 1 5 2 7 2 6 1 25 28 132.5 88.3
18 6 2 5 1 7 1 6 1 6 1 25 29 135 90.0
19 5 1 6 1 7 1 6 3 7 1 26 28 135 90.0
20 6 2 6 1 5 2 5 2 5 1 22 27 122.5 81.7
21 5 2 4 2 5 3 6 2 6 3 21 23 110 73.3
22 5 3 6 1 6 4 5 5 6 1 23 21 110 73.3
23 6 2 6 1 6 2 6 1 6 2 25 27 130 86.7
24 5 2 6 1 6 2 6 2 6 1 24 27 127.5 85.0
25 5 2 5 1 6 2 6 2 6 2 23 26 122.5 81.7
26 5 2 6 1 5 1 6 1 5 2 22 28 125 83.3
27 5 1 6 1 6 2 6 2 6 1 24 28 130 86.7
28 5 3 5 1 5 4 6 3 5 2 21 22 107.5 71.7
29 6 2 7 2 7 2 6 2 7 1 28 26 135 90.0
30 6 2 6 1 5 3 5 2 5 1 22 26 120 80.0

Mean 5.4 2.1 5.9 1.1 5.8 2.3 5.8 1.9 5.8 1.5 23.8 26.1 124.6 83.1
Med 5.0 2.0 6.0 1.0 6.0 2.0 6.0 2.0 6.0 1.0 23.5 27.0 126.3 84.2

Mode 5.0 2.0 6.0 1.0 5.0 2.0 6.0 2.0 6.0 1.0 25.0 28.0 127.5 85.0
Min 5.0 1.0 4.0 1.0 5.0 1.0 4.0 1.0 3.0 1.0 19.0 14.0 97.5 65.0
Max 7.0 7.0 7.0 2.0 7.0 6.0 7.0 3.0 7.0 6.0 30.0 29.0 147.5 98.3
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Table 3.4: Ratings for SUS statements, including positive statement total, neg-
ative statement total, SUS score and normalized SUS score (MovieWall), for
each participant. Includes mean, median, mode, minimum and maximum.

P S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 S9 S10 + - Score Normal
1 3 5 3 1 4 3 2 5 5 5 12 6 45 30.0
2 6 1 6 1 6 1 6 6 6 1 25 25 125 83.3
3 6 2 6 1 6 1 5 1 7 1 25 29 135 90.0
4 4 5 5 1 5 3 4 2 5 3 18 21 97.5 65.0
5 3 6 3 2 6 7 2 5 4 2 13 13 65 43.3
6 2 6 3 3 5 3 3 5 3 4 11 14 62.5 41.7
7 5 3 5 1 6 2 5 3 5 2 21 24 112.5 75.0
8 3 6 3 1 3 1 6 6 2 1 12 20 80 53.3
9 5 1 7 1 6 2 6 2 5 2 24 27 127.5 85.0

10 3 7 4 1 3 7 2 6 2 4 9 10 47.5 31.7
11 3 4 4 3 2 3 4 6 3 3 11 16 67.5 45.0
12 2 3 4 1 2 4 3 7 3 2 9 18 67.5 45.0
13 2 6 4 4 5 5 2 7 4 4 12 9 52.5 35.0
14 3 2 5 3 2 2 3 5 3 3 11 20 77.5 51.7
15 3 2 4 1 5 1 4 4 5 1 16 26 105 70.0
16 3 6 4 1 5 2 3 6 3 2 13 18 77.5 51.7
17 4 3 6 1 2 4 5 3 4 1 16 23 97.5 65.0
18 5 4 5 2 3 1 5 4 5 2 18 22 100 66.7
19 4 4 4 1 5 3 3 5 4 1 15 21 90 60.0
20 6 5 5 1 5 3 6 2 6 1 23 23 115 76.7
21 2 6 6 3 3 5 3 5 3 6 12 10 55 36.7
22 3 6 6 1 5 6 4 5 7 2 20 15 87.5 58.3
23 3 4 4 3 3 4 4 5 5 2 14 17 77.5 51.7
24 3 4 4 1 5 3 4 5 4 2 15 20 87.5 58.3
25 4 4 4 1 4 4 3 4 4 3 14 19 82.5 55.0
26 3 3 5 1 5 3 5 3 4 2 17 23 100 66.7
27 3 3 5 2 6 3 4 4 5 2 18 21 97.5 65.0
28 5 4 5 1 3 2 5 5 4 1 17 22 97.5 65.0
29 3 6 4 2 4 3 3 5 3 6 13 15 70 46.7
30 4 5 5 2 4 3 3 5 5 1 15 18 82.5 55.0

Mean 3.6 4.2 4.6 1.6 4.3 3.1 3.9 4.5 4.3 2.4 15.6 18.8 86.2 57.4
Med 3.0 4.0 4.5 1.0 5.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 4.0 2.0 15.0 20.0 85.0 56.7

Mode 3.0 6.0 4.0 1.0 5.0 3.0 3.0 5.0 5.0 2.0 12.0 21.0 97.5 65.0
Min 2.0 1.0 3.0 1.0 2.0 1.0 2.0 1.0 2.0 1.0 9.0 6.0 45.0 30.0
Max 6.0 7.0 7.0 4.0 6.0 7.0 6.0 7.0 7.0 6.0 25.0 29.0 135.0 90.0
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Table 3.5: Ratings and answers given for additional statements and questions
seen in table 3.1, for each participant. Includes mean, median, mode, minimum
and maximum when applicable.

P A1 Q1 A2 A3 Q2 A4 A5
1 2 Yes 3 2 No
2 7 Yes 7 7 Yes 7 7
3 3 Yes 3 5 No 6
4 2 Yes 2 4 No 4 3
5 2 Yes 5 2 No 4 2
6 2 Yes 2 2 No 3
7 3 Yes 5 3 No 3 4
8 2 Yes 6 2 Yes 1 2
9 6 Yes 6 6 No 2

10 2 Yes 3 1 Yes 1 2
11 2 Yes 4 2 Yes 5 2
12 1 Yes 2 1 No 4 2
13 1 Yes 2 2 No 4 5
14 2 Yes 1 2 No 4 3
15 1 Yes 2 1 No 3 1
16 2 Yes 1 1 No
17 2 Yes 5 2 No 4 1
18 2 Yes 3 2 No 2
19 2 Yes 4 2 No 1 3
20 6 Yes 6 6 No 4 4
21 2 Yes 2 2 No 2 5
22 4 Yes 2 2 No 4 3
23 2 Yes 2 2 No 4 2
24 2 Yes 3 2 Yes 4 2
25 3 Yes 5 4 No 4 4
26 2 Yes 3 2 No 4 3
27 2 Yes 3 2 No 4 2
28 5 Yes 5 3 No
29 2 Yes 2 2 Yes 2 2
30 3 Yes 4 3 Yes 4

Mean 2.6 3.4 2.6 3.5 3.0
Med 2.0 3.0 2.0 4.0 3.0

Mode 2.0 2.0 2.0 4.0 2.0
Min 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
Max 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0
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Table 3.6: User statements mentioned regarding the Standard interface, includ-
ing frequency.

User statement Times mentioned
Familiar 14
Better 10
More practical 6
More clear 4
Movies easier to foreground 4
Feels nicer 4
Has better sorting functionality 3
Direct 2
Communicates more 2
Chill 2
More personalization 1
More dynamic 1
Sorting of lists felt random 1
Add an option to modify list sorting 1
More control 1
Can see more than in Netflix 1
Easier to use 1
Easier to compare movies 1
Could be better 1
Should be more uniform 1
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Table 3.7: User statements mentioned regarding the MovieWall, including fre-
quency. Due to the number of different statements, they only shown if mentioned
by participants more than once.

User statement Frequency
Easily lost 16
Fun 11
Cool concept 11
Missing suggestions / personalization 11
Discovery / exploration focused 10
(Annoyed by) unclear connection between movies / clusters 9
No / bad structure, lack of structure 9
Tap functionality for headers 8
Missing dynamic rearrangement 7
Bad Implementation 7
Distracting 6
Hard to find movies 6
Overwhelming 5
Bad flow 5
Filters help 4
Exciting 4
Has a niche 4
More convenience features 3
Not practical 3
Has potential 3
Complementary 2
Automatic suggestions 2
Grows on you 2
Felt like just a novelty 2
More freedom 2
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Table 3.8: Comparison between Nexus 9 and Nexus 7 values (based on data
from table 3.2 and 3.3, grouping by device used as indicated in table 3.1).

Attribute Mean Median Mode Minimum Maximum
N 9 N 7 N 9 N 7 N 9 N 7 N 9 N 7 N 9 N 7

S1 (S) 5.3 5.5 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 6.0 7.0
S2 (S) 2.3 1.9 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 1.0 1.0 7.0 3.0
S3 (S) 5.9 5.9 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 4.0 5.0 7.0 7.0
S4 (S) 1.3 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 2.0 1.0
S5 (S) 5.7 5.9 6.0 6.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 7.0 7.0
S6 (S) 2.7 1.9 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 1.0 1.0 6.0 4.0
S7 (S) 5.9 5.8 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 5.0 4.0 7.0 7.0
S8 (S) 1.7 2.1 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 1.0 1.0 3.0 5.0
S9 (S) 5.8 5.8 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 3.0 5.0 7.0 7.0
S10 (S) 1.9 1.1 2.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 6.0 2.0
+ (S) 23.7 23.9 24.0 23.0 25.0 23.0 19.0 21.0 28.0 30.0
- (S) 25.1 27.1 26.0 28.0 26.0 28.0 14.0 21.0 29.0 29.0
Total (S) 121.8 127.3 125.0 127.5 127.5 127.5 97.5 110.0 140.0 147.5
Normal (S) 81.2 84.9 83.3 85.0 85.0 85.0 65.0 73.3 93.3 98.3
S1 (M) 3.7 3.5 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 2.0 2.0 6.0 6.0
S2 (M) 4.3 4.1 5.0 4.0 6.0 4.0 1.0 1.0 6.0 7.0
S3 (M) 4.6 4.6 5.0 4.0 5.0 4.0 3.0 3.0 6.0 7.0
S4 (M) 1.7 1.5 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 4.0 3.0
S5 (M) 4.8 3.7 5.0 3.0 6.0 5.0 3.0 2.0 6.0 6.0
S6 (M) 3.2 3.1 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 1.0 1.0 7.0 7.0
S7 (M) 3.7 4.1 3.0 4.0 3.0 4.0 2.0 2.0 6.0 6.0
S8 (M) 4.3 4.7 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 1.0 2.0 7.0 7.0
S9 (M) 4.5 4.1 4.0 4.0 5.0 5.0 3.0 2.0 7.0 7.0
S10 (M) 2.9 1.9 2.0 2.0 1.0 2.0 1.0 1.0 6.0 4.0
+ (M) 16.2 15.1 15.0 15.0 12.0 9.0 11.0 9.0 25.0 24.0
- (M) 17.9 19.7 19.0 20.0 21.0 20.0 6.0 10.0 29.0 27.0
Total (M) 85.3 87.0 82.5 87.5 97.5 77.5 45.0 47.5 135.0 127.5
Normal (M) 56.9 58.0 55.0 58.3 65.0 51.7 30.0 31.7 90.0 85.0
A1 2.7 2.5 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 1.0 1.0 7.0 6.0
A2 3.5 3.3 3.0 3.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 1.0 7.0 6.0
A3 3.0 2.3 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 1.0 7.0 6.0
A4 3.8 3.3 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 2.0 1.0 7.0 5.0
A5 3.8 2.2 4.0 2.0 3.0 2.0 2.0 1.0 7.0 4.0
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Table 3.9: All actions users can perform. Actions with the prefix ”CS” can only
be performed in the Standard interface. Actions with the prefix ”CM” can only
be performed in the MovieWall interface. Actions with the ”C” prefix can be
used in both.

Action
CS1 Go Back
CS2 Home
CS3 More Like This
CS4 See All
CS5 See More
CS6 Start Drag
CS7 Start Drag (Vertical only)
CS8 Stop Drag
CS9 Use Filter
CM1 Start Touching MovieWall
CM2 Stop Touching MovieWall
CM3 Toggle Filter
C1 Add To WatchList
C2 Close Details Panel
C3 Open Details Panel
C4 Show Info
C5 Toggle WatchList
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Table 3.10: Actions performed while using the Standard interface, per partici-
pant.

P CS1 CS2 CS3 CS4 CS5 CS6 CS7 CS8 CS9 C1 C2 C3 C4 C5
1 7 0 2 0 0 77 15 92 5 5 13 22 0 6
2 2 0 1 1 2 80 3 83 0 0 3 3 0 0
3 7 2 3 1 0 114 29 143 5 12 19 27 1 12
4 2 0 0 1 1 26 4 30 0 0 4 4 0 0
5 3 1 1 5 1 57 20 77 4 1 7 7 1 4
6 5 1 1 3 2 139 21 159 0 4 5 4 0 4
7 1 2 4 0 0 100 30 130 2 1 14 14 0 4
8 2 2 1 1 0 151 33 183 1 1 9 22 1 6
9 5 1 0 0 1 167 43 208 4 0 12 11 0 4

10 3 1 1 1 1 28 13 41 1 3 7 8 1 3
11 2 1 2 1 1 90 18 104 0 1 3 5 0 2
12 9 2 3 1 2 106 20 124 2 3 11 9 1 15
13 6 2 1 2 1 138 11 147 4 10 15 22 0 10
14 4 0 1 1 2 41 16 57 0 1 6 6 0 6
15 2 2 2 0 2 28 9 35 3 2 8 8 0 4
16 3 0 0 1 2 295 46 337 0 0 9 24 0 0
17 4 0 0 2 2 37 12 48 0 0 4 4 0 2
18 3 2 2 0 0 90 13 103 4 8 12 13 1 3
19 6 1 1 2 2 72 22 93 2 1 9 8 0 2
20 3 1 1 0 1 353 63 415 1 2 14 14 1 14
21 0 1 1 2 1 86 13 98 0 1 12 12 1 1
22 3 0 1 0 0 60 21 81 3 1 10 11 0 0
23 3 2 6 2 1 71 28 98 1 2 13 13 1 2
24 4 0 5 2 0 79 19 97 2 3 16 16 1 3
25 2 1 2 1 1 79 15 94 0 4 14 13 1 1
26 0 0 1 0 0 193 3 196 0 10 5 14 0 0
27 2 1 5 0 0 83 16 99 3 2 16 20 1 1
28 2 2 5 0 0 47 14 61 1 4 13 14 0 4
29 3 1 6 0 0 91 26 117 1 7 22 21 0 2
30 7 0 4 2 4 99 33 129 1 4 8 8 0 2
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Table 3.11: Actions performed while using the MovieWall interface, per partic-
ipant.

P CM1 CM2 CM3 C1 C2 C3 C4 C5
1 110 109 7 3 9 46 3 7
2 176 175 0 0 5 5 0 0
3 191 190 26 7 4 16 0 8
4 116 115 0 3 17 17 0 0
5 98 97 28 2 4 8 4 6
6 231 230 16 10 9 13 0 6
7 96 95 8 2 4 11 1 1
8 235 234 0 1 4 4 0 0
9 215 214 5 0 12 12 0 4

10 113 112 6 2 6 9 1 3
11 90 89 3 2 1 5 1 1
12 169 168 17 2 7 14 8 12
13 189 188 22 2 10 15 4 6
14 66 65 1 2 1 3 0 4
15 78 77 13 3 5 6 1 1
16 234 233 1 0 12 12 0 0
17 69 68 0 0 3 3 0 0
18 109 108 3 4 4 6 0 0
19 122 121 7 3 11 14 3 3
20 290 289 16 1 8 9 0 6
21 93 92 3 5 3 20 0 2
22 94 93 1 0 21 21 0 0
23 103 102 6 4 4 29 1 1
24 110 109 4 8 10 15 0 2
25 81 80 5 4 3 26 0 2
26 188 187 0 6 9 9 0 0
27 142 141 20 7 2 10 0 2
28 112 111 1 5 9 12 0 0
29 121 120 4 7 6 29 0 0
30 111 110 2 6 14 36 0 0
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Limitations of the study and
relevance for future work

From the results, it is clear that the current implementation of the MovieWall is
severely lacking compared to the state-of-the-art, and requires future improve-
ments towards usability and user experience. It is ill-suited as a replacement or
even as a complementary function to existing interfaces. The major issues of
the current implementation, including possible solutions, are described below.

Sixteen subjects of the user study got lost easily while using the MovieWall.
Even though freedom during browsing was appreciated, a complete lack of guid-
ance negatively impacted their user experience. Users frequently had to zoom
out to regain their whereabouts, interrupting the flow of browsing. Future
implementations should provide more information with which users can easily
recognize where they are within the MovieWall. Yet, many options are depen-
dent on the structure of new MovieWall iterations. As such, they can not be
named blindly.

The structure of the current MovieWall was also frequently stated as a nega-
tive; Nine participants mentioned the structure was bad. Nine users also stated
that connections between movies and clusters were either unclear, or lacking.
Unlike the Standard interface, where users can alter the structure to suit their
needs, subjects were stuck navigating a static grid. Additionally, the movies
shown could sporadically change in genre, which can confuse participants. Fu-
ture implementations should look into structures that make connections between
clusters and movies clear. This may be done by emphasizing on a more dynamic
approach, where a specific genre is highlighted while other genres are only con-
sidered as a secondary attribute for cluster placement.

Finally, new implementations should add options to personalize content;
Eleven participants stated they clearly missed the recommendations and ability
to personalize the movies on screen while using the MovieWall. They did have
these options while using the Standard interface. New implementations of the
MovieWall should allow users to change the content displayed by using their
input. This input can then be used to find and bring movies of interest to the
foreground or removing the filtered ones.

Our research has some weaknesses that may be handled differently in the
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future. One issue is the focus on a small group of thirty participants, which pri-
marily consisted of young adults, aged between 18 and 25 years old. Expanding
to a wider, more culturally diverse and demographically varied audience may
present a different outcome. Specifically, users who were familiar with state-of-
the-art interfaces appeared to be slightly biased in favor of the Standard inter-
face. While this bias may be an important obstacle for future implementations
to overcome, it may also be less prevalent in a more varied audience.

Another weakness comes from the duration of our study. A short-term ex-
periment is ill-suited for capturing long-term use of movie browsing interfaces.
For one, favoritism towards the Standard interface may fade over time, and the
same can be said for any novelty that the MovieWall interface brings. Fur-
thermore, users did not have to watch any of the movies that they saw. A
long-term study could emphasize more on users picking movies, watching them
and measuring their satisfaction afterwards.

The last problem with our study is its emphasis on competition. Users
did not only compare the two interfaces, but also rated one against the other.
Moreover, the two interfaces were implemented separately from one another,
with subjects unable to use both at the same time. As future implementations
should look into the MovieWall as a complementary function, so too should
research emphasize less on competition. One example may be comparing two
interfaces, one with the MovieWall as a complementary function and one with-
out it.

While our study has several weaknesses, it is unlikely that the strong pref-
erence for the Standard interface would disappear by performing a different
comparative experiment. Furthermore, future usage of an application is often
decided in the first five minutes. In this regard, it is clear that the Standard
interface presented itself better than the MovieWall.

Given the results, we believe that the MovieWall concept has potential as
an addition to state-of-the-art interfaces once the aforementioned issues are
resolved. Until then, the benefits of the MovieWall implementation as a com-
plementary function are small and uncertain compared to just using a state-of-
the-art interface on its own.
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